
Journey to maximizing your 
salesforce investments

Technology has always been a catalyst for progress, but the wrong technological choices can lead 
to technical debts, resulting in increased development costs, delayed time to market, and reduced 
productivity. Managing technical debt should be a priority for organizations, as it may stem 
from various factors such as inflexible frameworks, weak architectural practices, inexperienced 
developers, or outdated designs.

The business impacts of technical debt are significant:

Virtusa understands the importance of addressing technical debt, especially as the demand for digital 
engagement accelerates. With our health assessment and remediation plan, we help companies get 
the most out of their Salesforce investment. Leveraging our Salesforce practice, we ensure scalability, 
sustainability, and stability for your platform, optimizing its performance and potential.

Increased time spent by software 
developers on bug fixes

Consumption of 
development time

Substantial financial costs per 
business application

Potential legal costs in the form of fines, 
compliance penalties, and lawsuits

Tackle technical debt and unleash Salesforce potential
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Pioneering the summit:  
As Salesforce’s top partner, we possess 
the highest credentials and expertise to 
ensure your success on the platform.

Current state assessment:  
We thoroughly evaluate your Salesforce 
organization, considering local, regional, 
and national aspects to gain a holistic 
understanding of your operations.

Domain expertise and engineering 
innovation: Our team combines deep 
domain knowledge with innovative 
engineering practices, enabling us 
to deliver tailored solutions for your 
unique challenges.

High-level roadmap and 
implementation plan:  
Based on our assessment, we create a 
high-level roadmap and implementation 
plan outlining the necessary steps for 
improvement and optimization.

Mission-critical expertise:  
Enterprises rely on our ‘enterprise-grade’ 
experiences, approaches, staff, and 
methodologies, making us a trusted partner 
for businesses with critical requirements.

Identifying potential strategies:  
By analyzing your existing setup, we identify 
potential synergies and develop a strategy 
that aligns with your future goals.

Multi-cloud and multi-technology 
capabilities: We have the proficiency to 
work across various cloud environments 
and technologies, making us versatile and 
adaptable to your evolving needs. 

Technical execution proposal:  
Our proposal includes a well-structured team 
and desired skills required to execute the 
recommended changes effectively.

Engineering first heritage for lasting improvements
At Virtusa, our engineering-first heritage allows us to address the core issues and provide lasting 
improvements for your Salesforce environment. Our approach is founded  on excellence,  
and we offer the following advantages:

Maximizing your Salesforce investments 
with Virtusa’s Salesforce practice
Virtusa’s program aims to assess your Salesforce organization and recommend a healthier 
system for your business. The scope of our capabilities includes:
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Virtusa’s Salesforce investment approach

Case studies
At Virtusa, we have a track record of delivering outstanding business outcomes for large enterprises 
using Salesforce. Here are some of our successful case studies:

• Transformation and enablement of over 50 processes onto Service Cloud for an American healthcare 
company, improving handle time for specific processes by up to 90% and 30% reduction in the 
number of front-line contact center staff

• Siebel to Salesforce Migration for a Canadian financial services provider, helping them reduce capex 
by 25%, customer onboarding time by 30%, and development cost by 20%.

virtusa.com

Steps to  
maximizing  

your  
investment

Org assessment
• Tech debt 

reduction

• Remove system 
limits

• Accel SDLC time

• Leverage data 
and file archive 
strategy

Integration/Development 
review

• Org strategy 
rationalization

• Re-usable 
component 
approach

• Review and improve 
data integrity

UX refresh

• Leverage LWC to 
surface the right 
content at the right 
time

• Leverage dynamic 
pages and fields to 
drive efficiency and 
adoption

• Incorporate 
actionable 
dashboards by 
persona

• Accelerate business 
insights with suite of 
Einstein products

License rationalization

• Define persona data 
needs

• Create license 
framework

• Build to 
accommodate 
license type

Business 
automation review

• Migrate to modular 
design with Flow 
builder

• Add automation to 
core personas

• Increased system 
stability and 
performance

• Accelerated SDLC 
process

• Reduced cost of 
story points

• Provide ability to 
scale platform 
use and add new 
products

• Streamline 
integration 
maintenance effort

• Reduced burden 
on CRM serving 
the right data at the 
right time

• Re-usable 
components 
provide speed 
to market, lower 
development costs, 
and contains tech 
debt creep

• Serve more relevant 
user data for 
deeper insights

• Increased user 
adoption

• Accelerated task 
completion for users

• AI drives improved 
business outcomes

• Right size licensing 
provides funds for 
added adoption 
with cost expansion

• Proper licensing 
pooling strategy 
reduces base cost 
of excess inventory

• Increase asset 
utilization by shifting 
unused licenses to 
expanded demand 
licenses

• Improved business 
metrics

• Create efficiency 
inside for users

• Improved NPS

• Modular flow 
strategy reduces 
development cost 
and contains  
tech debt

Benefits
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